This research points to gain the comprehensive of socialism ideology in novel O by Eka Kurniawan investigated by genetical structuralism. A novel is an interesting literary work contains kinds of topics inside, but there is stil a line or certain contents on it. A social genre novel brings social stories in this research. This research inspects how socialism ideology described in this novel by genetics structuralism. The focus goaled to find out how does socialism ideology describe the existence of humanism fact in novel O based on genetics structuralism. Analytic method used in this research, it observes attentively technic and notes after the writer read and studied the novel many times to gain a better comprehensive. Research result shows that there is socialism ideology based on humanity fact described in novel O written by Eka Kurniawan has seen on a police character that is social classes cover ; lower social class taken by a monkey, a description of lower society beside police as a middle class.
productive and not moved by the new era.
The literary learning must be expanded early from the schools. The teacher must introduce to the students that literature is fun.
A literary work is a product of creative, imaginative and reflective process. It doesn't describe about a writer imagination only, but it also a life reflection of the writer's circle. However, the life reflection is not only a mirror . It bounces back the writer's view of life and the ideal world appropriate to the writer. It means that the reality appears in a literary works is the reality which processed by the writer according to his idea and his thoughts.
So that literary works is not regardless from imaginative creation of the writer, but it is a reality document, must be considered as a reality which passed the precipitate process on the writer's mind. As the imitation of life, literary work is a social and cultural phenomenon happening in the real life that responded by the writer.
Through the literary work, the writer expresses the response to the social situation and so, it can involve the society social condition. It is not rare that the writer expresses the humanity struggle in goaling their future based on imagination, feeling, and intuition. A well literary not only records what is in the society, but also giving response to social reality faced.
One of the writer response for the society social, put in a literary works. The response can be in the socialism ideology form as showed in the novel. The novel titled O, composed by Eka Kurniawan is a popular novel. According to Dauglas, socialism has occured for hundred years ago as an effect of social stratification in Europe. Hundred years ago, they were afraid of the kingdom and made mistakes because it affected fatal that was facing them to heavy punishment if they did not appreciate the kings literary ( 2005:17-26) However, Showalter says that a number of writers did not want to give up on the social fact at that time and prefered the problems to be published. The matters related to religion, king's glory, heroic and others (2005:210 Therefore from the notion above the author concludes that the ideology of socialism consists of social class, justice, equality, and social institutions that are able to cope the lower class society. As a society that has a desire to gain the equality and equity. Certainly, the society have to Justice implies not being impartial or arbitrary (2016, (287) (288) .
In addition to justice, that are able to give authority to the lower classes, there is an equivalent form that can make the knowledge about the ideology of socialism through literature. So that, the students become active and able to interact with their friends such as in discussions process.
And students are able to apply it with their own language through the novel. In this research, the writer found that socialism ideology appeared in the character of a police. So that, the humanism fact showed on its character. The quotation asks us to find out how is the process of social history that a police is a state servant who deserve to be respected. However, in the quotation, the police gets decreased social class, when the police must be 
